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The Ecological Dimension of Anthropocene and its Impact on Public Health
Flavio D’Abramo, Max Planck Institute for the History of Science

Template Theories, the Rule of Parsimony, and Disregard for Irreproducibility in Macromolecular Chemistry: The Example of Linus Pauling’s Work on Antibody Formation
Matteo Valleriani, Cohn Institute and Max Planck Institute for the History of Science

Detecting Epistemic Communities in the Frame of Early Modern Cosmology: A Research in Computational History
Scott Spector, University of Michigan

The Perils of Fact Finding: Of Criminological Epistemology
Christian Bachhiesl, University of Graz

What Made Formal Linguistics the Right Idea at the Right Time in Mid-20th Century America, and Why Does it Matter?
Margaret Thomas, Boston College

Detecting Epistemic Communities in the Frame of Early Modern Cosmology: A Research in Computational History
Scott Spector, University of Michigan

Mendel the Fraud? A Social History of Truth in Genetics
Greg Radick, University of Leeds

The Metaphor of Agency in Biology
Christian Bachhiesl, University of Graz

Ecstasy in the Classroom: Trance, Self, and the Academic Profession in Medieval Paris
Christian Bachhiesl, University of Graz

ממנגנון תורשה לאפקט סטטיסטי: פרנסיס גולטון ורגרסיה לממוצע
אמו קרשניאק
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